
YOU'VE  GOT  YOUR

CUSTOM  LANDSCAPE

PLAN. NOW  WHAT?

Bring your plan to the nursery to see your
plant material in person. The Lichtenfelt's
team will gladly direct you to the right
place. If you like everything, great! If you'd
like some alternative recommendations, we'll
help with knowledgeable advice and
suggestions for any aesthetic.

See the plants.

Quote the project.

Pick up & get to work!

Since pricing is dependent on the plant
sizing selected (gallon size, planted height,
etc.), you'll want to decide this during your
visit. Once the final choices have been
made, we'll send you a quote within 48 hrs of
your nursery visit.

OPTION  1:  THE  HANDS-ON  APPROACH

Once we've taken payment, our team will get
to work selecting the freshest material for
your project and will set them aside in our
holding area. Once your order is ready, you
can come any time within a week to pick up.
The landscape transformation can now begin!

GRAB  A  COPY  OF  OUR

GARDENGUIDE  FOR

INSTALLATION  AND  CARE

INSTRUCTIONS  TO  ENSURE

PLANTING  SUCCESS !

YOU  HAVE  A  BEAUTIFUL  NEW  SPACE. SHOW  IT  OFF!

@lichtenfelts @lichtenfelts lichtenfelts@gmail.com

947 Anderson Ridge Rd. Greer, SC 29651         864.458.9864



YOU'VE  GOT  YOUR

CUSTOM  LANDSCAPE

PLAN. NOW  WHAT?

We'll help ensure that you'll love your new
landscape. Email us your plan and we'll
correspond through your preferred medium
to finalize sizing, pricing, and selections.

Approve the plants in person,
over the phone, or online.

Quote the project and
choose your installer.

Pay for your order and let
the beautification begin!

Once plant selections are finalized, we'll
send you a final quote for the plant material.
If you have an installer selected, firm up a
preferred installation date and keep us in
the loop to properly coordinate plant
availability. Need a recommendation? We
have references available upon request -
quality professionals with a track record of
success.

OPTION  2:  THE  TURN-KEY  APPROACH

Once we've taken payment, our team will get
to work selecting the freshest material for
your project and will set them aside in our
holding area. Once your order is ready, your
installer may come any time within a week to
pick up. You're now just a few short days away
from a revamped landscape. Exciting!

BE  SURE  TO  THOROUGHLY

READ  OUR  GARDENGUIDE

FOR  POST-PLANTING  CARE

INSTRUCTIONS .  THIS  WILL

HELP  ENSURE  PLANTS  THRIVE

FOR  YEARS  TO  COME !  

YOU  HAVE  A  BEAUTIFUL  NEW  SPACE. SHOW  IT  OFF!

@lichtenfelts @lichtenfelts lichtenfelts@gmail.com

947 Anderson Ridge Rd. Greer, SC 29651         864.458.9864


